Yokanga

For more information please call +44 (0) 20 3301 3300
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2015. Please do not hesitate to be in touch with Fly Fisher Group for the insider advice needed
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Looking back over the past year, we have seen some truly exceptional fishing in salt and fresh
water. Alphonse Island has excelled not only in terms of the fishery itself but also the on island
management, staff and service have risen to a new level, making the perfect mix of prolific fly
fishery, relaxing holiday and remote island paradise.
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Iceland enjoyed a spectacular 2013! High, cool water, periodic rain and very decent runs led to
productive trips at Laxa in Kjos, Langa, Nordura, Midfjardara, Hafralonsa, Hofsa, Vesturdalsa,
Svalbardsa and many other rivers. We expect another great season in 2014.
We also wish to thank our Yokanga fishers who in 2013 allowed us our first ever 100% full
season at the Yokanga Lodge. Fishing was reliably good and although less fish over 30lbs than
the exceptional 2012 season provided, the quality of quantity of salmon especially deep, maiden
hens in the 18-25lb class was something to be beheld.
Keep an eye on the www.flyfishergroup.com website for Yokanga and Iceland catch reports
during the 2014 summer. You will also find trip reports from Argentina, Cuba, BC and a host of
other destinations FFG believe deserve to be experienced.

Henry Mountain

Peter Rippin

Roddy Hall

Photos: With thanks to those who have supplied photographs including
Matt Harris, Jim Klug and the lodge operators.
Cover photograph: Releasing a sea trout, Rio Grande, Argentina.

Consolidation of Companies into Fly Fisher Group
Some of you may have noticed that we are now trading under the name Fly Fisher
Group. The company has grown organically since 2006 and we have previously used
the names Fly Fish Iceland, Fly Fish Yokanga, Fly Fish Seychelles and Fly Fisher Travel.
We are pleased to announce that we are now one entity, Fly Fisher Group Limited.
This consolidation makes the company one of the leading players in the UK.
Significantly, the three individuals who run the company are co-owners and are fully
employed in arranging sporting holidays for clients.
For your reassurance, Fly Fisher Group Limited carries full tour operator liability
insurance and our air package holidays are protected by ATOL licence 10050.

Russia

Fly Fisher Group

on Yokanga

t h e yokanga l od g e 201 3 s e as on by n u mb e r s

111

Numbers of rods fishing at
Yokanga Lodge.

1,362
Searching for a Yokanga monster

110
39
9

A fresh multi-sea winter Yokanga salmon
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Total catch in 7 weeks.

110

salmon landed
in excess of 20lbs in
a 7 week season

Salmon landed in excess
of 20lbs.

39lbs was the largest salmon
landed in 2013.

Salmon landed in excess
of 30lbs over a 7 week season.

55

Kilometres of river to access
ensuring there is plenty of water for a
maximum of 16 rods.

1 in 10

Every tenth fish
was over 20lbs over the season.

12

2

1 in 7

Fly lines lost to fish!

Available beats of which eight
are used in a week.
One lodge on one river
in 7 weeks!

enquiries@flyfishergroup.com

Russia

A fish of a lifetime is a possibility in any week

Yokanga, on Russia’s Kola Peninsula, is famous
as one of the very best places for catching the
Atlantic salmon of a lifetime. This river’s huge fish
are well documented and the daily and weekly
catch statistics for each season are published on
the Fly Fisher Group website for all to see. Do
take a look, as the numbers speak for themselves.
While the prime, mid, and late June weeks on
Yokanga are well known for producing some
of the largest fresh salmon, for those in the know,
the last three weeks of the Yokanga season
arguably offer the best value of all.

Yokanga lodge in the evening sun

Mid and late July salmon over 30lbs may not
be as fresh as earlier in the season but there is
every chance of encountering a fish of that size
right until the last week. Fresh salmon over 20lbs
are routinely landed throughout July and unlike
many other northern Kola rivers, Yokanga is
blessed with a consistent run of fresh 5lbs to
15lbs fish stretching well into August.
The later weeks on Yokanga offer a well-priced
high-quality experience where guests can expect to
land a couple of fish each per day and are always in
with the chance of hooking a fish of a lifetime.

For more information please call +44 (0)1367 850 429

P r ic e s 2014
7 - 14 June £6,950
14 - 21 June £10,950
21 - 28 June £10,750
28 June - 5 July £9,950
5 - 12 July £6,500
12 - 19 July £5,950
19 - 26 July £4,950
Gremikha Camp £4,900 - £5,750
from Murmansk

GREMIK H A C A MP, LOW ER YOK A NGA
Back b y popular de mand!
Probably the most physically and technically
demanding Atlantic salmon fishing there is!
Gremikha Camp fishes the lowest, most rugged
8kms of the Yokanga. With an extensive walking
programme, June fishers can intercept Yokanga’s
huge salmon fresh off the tide.
The Gremikha Camp has wooden-floored twin and
single tents. The camp and guide team are ready to
welcome those who are up for the challenge.
www.flyfishergroup.com 05

SEYCHELLES

Fly Fisher Group

in t h e se ych e ll e s

A lph ons e I slan d

including St François Atoll
St François is one of the three Alphonse group
atolls and is where Alphonse fly fishing guests
actually fish on a daily basis. This uninhabited,
undeveloped marine paradise remains the best
place for diverse and productive waded flats
fishing. The numbers of bonefish that it is possible
to land is simply without equal and once guests
have had their fill of bonefish then there are
numerous other species to target.
There is something for everyone when fishing
from Alphonse. First-time saltwater fishers can
be assured of success with plenty of bonefish
that are less spooky than in other destinations.
Hardened saltwater enthusiasts can target
tailing bones, larger fish or chase more fussy
feeders, such as the bizarre looking triggerfish
or elusive pompano.
One of the major advantages of Alphonse is that
the majority of the fishing is done by wading.
This means that when sharing a guide, both rods
can be fishing at the same time rather than taking
it in turns from a skiff as is the case at some other
bonefishing destinations. The water is crystal clear
and the sand is very white and firm which makes
walking and spotting fish relatively straightforward. It is generally only at certain tide phases,
or when it is decided to try for milkfish or larger
predatory species, that the skiffs are used.
06 www.flyfishergroup.com

The owners of Desroches Island took over the
management of Alphonse Island from 2012/2013
season. We believe this is great news and will
secure the future for fishing from the island. The
owners are experienced in running a first-class,
small resort and have a fishing manager with a
strong track record.
Any redevelopment of the island is on hold
making it suitable for non-fishers once again.
Guests will stay in the much loved and very
comfortable ensuite, A-frame chalets. There will
be a maximum of 12 rods fly fishing St François
and there is also a blue water boat once again for
those who would like to take it to try for a sailfish
or other offshore species on the fly.
Alphonse remains one of the very best venues
for saltwater fly fishing. Please contact us now
for availability and a suggested itinerary.

Alphonse

Above: Releasing a bonefish on the St Francois flats. Below from left: Bijoutier Atoll. Unfeasibly strong milkfish.

in b r i e f

october 2014 – may 2015

Rod cost: $7,200 for 7 nights
Blue water boat: $850 half day, $1,600
whole day
Main species: Bonefish, trevally, milkfish

enquiries@flyfishergroup.com

SEYCHELLES

De s r o ch e s I slan d
with f ishing also at Poivre and St Jose ph Atolls
Desroches Island is 6kms long and has just one
luxurious resort hotel. The hotel guests have the
run of the island and its fabulous 14kms of pure
white, sandy beaches.
Desroches is an ideal destination for fishermen
travelling with non-fishing partners or family and
preferring to fish for just part of a week. There are
a range of superb rooms from which to choose.
The Beach Suites are the most affordable and come
with a private deck, lounge area and outdoor bath
and showers. The Luxury Beach Suites are a step
up covering 125 square metres and boast their own
private plunge pool, plus there are a wide selection
of stunning villas for families or larger groups.

high-quality flats fly fishing on the St Joseph
and Poivre atolls. They offer excellent fishing for
bonefish and pompano, the Indo-Pacific permit.
We highly recommend doing a few days’ offshore
fishing (there are boats available) and combining
it with a few days flats fishing. Species that can be
caught include sailfish, dogtooth tuna, yellowfin
tuna and wahoo.
There are no fixed arrival or departure days and
the island is served with daily flights from Mahe.
With a mixture of flats and offshore fishing, we
can create an itinerary to suit both fishermen and
those that prefer a relaxing sunny holiday.

Desroches is surrounded by a 38kms ring of
sunken coral atolls and with sheer drop-offs
it is teeming with both pelagic and reef fish.
In addition to the blue water fishing available
immediately around Desroches Island, there is

Desroches

in b r i e f

Rod cost: €6,300 for 7 nights/6 days. €4,050 for 4 nights/3 days
Non fisher cost: €3,000 for 7 nights. €2,400 for 4 nights
Accommodation: Individual chalets
Main species: Bonefish, permit, offshore species

For more information please call +44 (0)1367 850 429

Above: Desroches Island. Below from left: Sailfish. Luxurious Villa.

why not Consider?

For really good fly fishing consider
spending a week at Alphonse then
four days relaxing at Desroches
with a session or two of blue water
fishing. For a more hardcore
adventure in slightly less comfortable
surroundings, ask us about
Farquhar Atoll.

www.flyfishergroup.com 07

ICELAND

pools. Clear water means the fishing is diverse
and the scenery dramatic. The lodge has twinbedded rooms with ensuite bathrooms with
showers and is located in a beautiful position
overlooking the falls pool and the food is of
excellent quality.

why not
Consider?

Sharing a rod with
a friend nearly halves
the cost of fishing.

Early August on upper Langa

Fly Fisher Group

in Ic e lan d

Our in-depth knowledge and operational
experience of rivers in Iceland makes it a key
destination for Fly Fisher Group. Below we
highlight some of the rivers our clients have
enjoyed in recent seasons.
L a x a in K jo s
This conveniently-located west coast river is just
an hour and a quarter from the international
airport. The fishing extends to 25kms and

08 www.flyfishergroup.com

includes the intimate Bugda tributary. There
are 90 named pools varying from tranquil
meadow sections to faster flowing falls pools in
mountainous scenery. The 10-year catch average
is 1,171 for the 10 rods. The lodge is one of the
more comfortable in Iceland.
L anga
Langa has classic Icelandic salmon fishing with
clear water and pools that are easily covered with

a single-handed rod. Significantly the lake at the
head of the river is used to regulate water to the
river, mitigating the risk of low water. The 10-year
catch average for the 12 rods is 1,683.
nor du r a
The 10-year average is in excess of 2,000 salmon
and a record year of 3,307 makes Nordura a top
choice for reliably prolific fishing. The fishing is
55km of excellent fly water with over 150 named

M i dfja r da r a
When fishing this north west river, there is huge
variety as the fishing also includes the Austura,
Vestura and Nupsa tributaries. One of the
features of this river is that it produces a good
number of multi-sea winter salmon and a strong
run of grilse. Midfjardara has seen some
tremendous seasons in recent years, twice
producing more than 4,000 salmon. The 10-year
catch average is more than 2,000 to the 10 rods.
H af r al onsa
The rugged countryside and, at times, turbulent
sections of the Hafralonsa make for unique fishing
in beautiful scenery. Like other rivers in the north
east, the Hafralonsa is characterised by a high
proportion of larger salmon as opposed to grilse.
Recent catch and release efforts have shown
marked improvements in annual catches. Together
with increasing parr densities, this has excited the
Icelandic Institute of Freshwater Fisheries about
this remote river’s future. Hafralonsa is fished
from a rustic, but comfortable, six-bedroom lodge.
enquiries@flyfishergroup.com

ICELAND

S valba r d sa
This is a miniature version of the Hafralonsa in
many ways. Dramatic scenery and a manageable
river, the Svalbardsa has good numbers of salmon
and catch and release throughout recent seasons
has meant substantial improvements in the
annual catches. As a result, space is extremely
hard to come by. The 10-year catch average is
340 fish to just three rods.
H ofsa
Arguably one of the most famous of Icelandic
rivers, the Hofsa is justifiably regarded as one of
the top rivers. The 30kms of water is fished by
seven rods on seven lengthy and varied beats.
Each beat has up to six good sized pools. Unlike
other rivers in the north east, the Hofsa has easy
wading and good vehicle access, other than the
adventurous uppermost beat but this access will
be greatly improved for the 2013 season. As of
2012, the lodge has been refurbished with each
rod now having their own bedroom and ensuite
bathroom. The 10-year catch average is 1,320.
la x a in as u m
Laxa in Asum has always been renowned for
its run of salmon and total privacy which has
resulted in some famous regular clients. The new
leaseholders have built an impeccable new lodge
and the guiding, food and service are second to

Clockwise from left: Fresh salmon from Midfjardara. Lodge on Laxa in Asum. Success at Kjos.

none. Asum salmon are famous for their
supremely aggressive takes and the tenacity with
which they fight. The Asum has fishing over
14kms of water on 30 pools, which is more than
can be covered in a day. The fishing can be
prolific with years producing in excess of 1,500
salmon but a more normal average is 540 fish.
The lodge and river are to be taken privately for
up to four people fishing the two rods.

For more information please call +44 (0)1367 850 429

2 014 SE A S ON P r ic e s F ROM
Laxa in Kjos 3 nights, 3 days, £2,550 (£1,535)

Hafralonsa 4 nights, 4 days, £2,750 (£1,725)

Langa 3 nights, 3 days, £3,600, (£2,062)

Svalbardsa 4 nights, 4 days, £5,800 (£3,250)

Nordura 3 nights, 3 days, £2,300 (£1,412)

Hofsa 6 nights, 6 days, £6,300 (£3,675)

Midfjardara 3 nights, 3 days, £3,000 (£1,762)

Laxa in Asum 3 nights, 3 days, £2,636 (1,876.50)

Prices include fishing, guiding, full board accommodation. Prices in brackets are the per person costs if two people share a rod.
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Yokanga

ARGENTINA

Fly Fisher Group

in a r g e n t ina

A cast and blast from the past by Peter Rippin

In December 1996, tempted by the promise
of a four month adventure, I embarked for Rio
Gallegos, Argentina.
For three northern hemisphere winters, myself
and five other guides, spent Christmas at
Estancia José Menendez, fishing the waters of
Villa Maria and Kau Tapen on the Rio Grande,
before heading across the Straits of Magellan to
the Rio Gallegos to guide small groups of clients.
During this time I developed a deep respect for
this ever-changing and massive landscape.
Although harsh and empty to some, it will always
be dramatic and breathtaking to me.
2012 was a great spring for me, returning for yet
another time to Alphonse Island and finally
getting back to the Rio Grande with a group of
clients. The fishing and company were fantastic.
We had gone in late March, quite late in the
season, but we had a great week. The evening
sessions were the really special ones for me. There
is no fly fishing anywhere else on earth like it.
There is not much to be seen at first, then as the
light softens, there are the first swirls and small
splashes as the fish make themselves known.
Not the lightweight ripples of school peel or
finnoch but the meaningful displacement of
volumes of water that signify fish anywhere from
5lbs to 20lbs plus. The more the evening closes
10 www.flyfishergroup.com

in, the more exciting it gets. In the half light, every
minute movement of water is deafeningly loud
and the aggressive jolts of the line pulling away as
a sea trout takes are electrifying.
Our group averaged 15 sea trout each, the best
a 26lber, one of four fish over 20lbs. Fish in the
teens were quite commonplace. Kau Tapen is
every bit as comfortable and well thought out as
its legend suggests and the service is first-class.
For one of the party, the real lure of Argentina
was not fishing but the preceding two days’ dove
shooting in Cordoba. Having arrived at Cordoba
airport we went directly to the shooting. As we
settled in for what we thought would be an hour’s
gentle introduction before dinner, it was
impossible not to notice two things. Firstly the
sheer volume of doves flighting down the valley
from the hills and secondly the slabs of cartridges
the bird boys were putting into each of our hides.
Having never done it before, it proved to be way
more fun, varied and challenging than I had ever
thought possible.

Sea trout

Clockwise from top: The witching hour. 20lbs+ sea trout. Fine dining at Kau Tapen. The original Rio Grande lodge.

in b r i e f

prime time: january - april
Price: 7 night/6½ day packages
Rods: Double-handed rods are best

enquiries@flyfishergroup.com

Yokanga

NORWAY

Left: Summer salmon from Lakselva. Above from left: Oldero Lodge. A beautiful salmon from Lakselva.

on the river, which are leased or owned separately
which is where Oldero Lodge comes in. This
four-rod lodge, set on an island just a couple of
miles from the river mouth, both privately leases
stretches of water and owns its own private water.

Fly Fisher Group

salmon and we can confidently recommend
Oldero Lodge as the best on the river.

The key to Oldero’s desirability is that the
stretches of water it leases or owns, have among
the very best pools on the river. Not only that,
these pools are known as the big fish producers.
The famous Swimming Pool is not only known
for guests taking an unexpected dip, but also
because it produces some seriously big salmon.
Not just 20lbers and 30lbers but salmon up to
and beyond 50lbs.

It is important to understand that fishing in
Norway is often run differently to many salmon
fishing destinations. Lakselva is mostly fished by
those who have a day ticket on one of four
different beats. There are, however, some sections

Oldero owns the only double-banked stretch of
water on the whole river, which is strategically the
first stopping off point from the sea. As well as
holding residents, there is always a steady push of
fresh fish on each tide. Most significantly this

in nor way

ol de r o l od g e , laks e lva

Norway has long been known for its large Atlantic
salmon, but the problem has always been finding
the right combination of river privacy and catches.
The Lakselva, right in the north of country and
only a short hop from the famous Alta, is an
absolute gem that is producing some very large

For more information please call +44 (0)1367 850 429

prolific pool is Oldero’s Home Pool and is only a
two-minute stroll from the lodge.
The attraction of the river is that it does not
require hairy wading or fishing from a boat all day.
Instead it is a relatively small and tranquil river
easily fished with a 12 to 14 foot rod. With clear
water it is well-suited to floating line fishing and at
first glance you would not believe it possible that a
river like this could produce genuinely huge salmon.

Lakselva

in b r i e f

season: late June – late august
Accommodation: Four-rod lodge with
single rooms
Equipment: Small double-handed rods
Price: On application

www.flyfishergroup.com 11

alaska

Mission Lodge, Alaska

Fly Fisher Group

in alaska

There is an enormous variety of fishing and
lodges available in Alaska. It includes float-trips,
where you stay in comfortable camps every night
and fixed lodges, which range from semipermanent tented structures to five star lodges.
Here we focus on two of the best lodges, which
specialise in flyout fishing.

operate a fixed fishing rotation, which includes
one, and sometimes two, nights at one of the
lodge’s remote outpost camps. For many, this is
the highlight of their week at Bristol Bay Lodge
and a unique element to the fishing experience.
Guests have a varied and productive fishing
experience during the three month season, targeting
the five Pacific salmon species and rainbow trout.

B r is t ol B ay L od g e
This is one of Alaska’s most well-established and
respected lodges. The amount of returning clients
speaks volumes about the outstanding job they
do both at the lodge and in arranging a classic,
Alaskan fishing experience.

M issi on L od g e
Situated the other end of Lake Aleknagik to Bristol
Bay Lodge, Mission Lodge is run to the same
high standards and also offers daily flyout fishing.

The great advantage of a flyout lodge is that you
use a float plane, in this case de Havilland
Beavers, to access different water each day. They

The difference at Mission Lodge is that they run a
flexible fishing schedule. Each evening, guests
can decide what they would like to do the

12 www.flyfishergroup.com

Big Alaskan king salmon

following day. There is a huge choice of water to
fish with the lodge having more than 40 boats
that they station throughout the region.
The lodge itself is an impressive structure that
overlooks Lake Aleknagik. Mission Lodge is one
of only a few lodges where all guests have a single
room, with a bathroom shared between two rooms.

Alaska

in b r i e f

season: late june - september
Bristol Bay Lodge: $8,150
Mission Lodge: $8,295

Bathing bear

enquiries@flyfishergroup.com

CUBA

Fly Fisher Group

in c u ba

For a couple of seasons, the principal operator on
the south cost of Cuba has been pioneering a new
fishery on the fringes of the now famous Jardines
de la Reina. South Ana Maria, as it is known, offers
some of the best value for money fishing in Cuba.

Having not had the many years of protection that
the Jardines de la Reina, Cayo Largo and the Isle
of Youth can boast, South Ana Maria was always
intended to be an affordable option for those who
want to try out Cuba’s exciting and varied flats
fishing. While the fishing may not be quite as
productive as the more famous locations, it does
however have good-quality fishing and the same

service levels as the other destinations.
Fly Fisher Group parties in the current season
have reported good fishing in South Ana Maria
with respectable catches of several bonefish per
rod per day up to 7lbs. The area has some
resident tarpon up to 30lbs, plus larger migratory
ones at certain times of the year. A party returning
in July saw plenty of permit up to 20lbs or more.
The great advantage of fishing from a live aboard
is that the fishing is close to where the yachts
moor. It allows for a flexible schedule with
lunches back on the boat, time for a quick snooze

A sight-fished Cuban tarpon

and then fishing until late. The menu frequently
features snapper that someone in the party has
caught and the crew’s ability to mix mojitos and
daiquiris is much admired and enjoyed.
The live-aboard vessels, such as the new Fleet I
and Fleet II, operating in the Jardines de la Reina,
still offer the best fishing. Halcon, a 75-foot motor
yacht with air-condtioned cabins, can comfortably
accommodate a party of six is still a trusted
favourite. For those who want to keep costs down,
yet still have good fishing and enjoy the operators’
same service standards, South Ana Maria may just
be the place.

Permit are prolfic in Cuba

P r ic e s 2014
Jardines de la Reina
La Reina €3,300 - €4,750 4 rods
Tortuga €3,400 - €4,950 14 rods
Avalon Fleet I €3,900 - €5,650 8 rods
Avalon Fleet II €3,900 - €5,650 10 rods
Cayo Largo
Hotel Sol Club Melia €3,750 - €5,250
Isle of Youth
Perola €3,000 - €4,510 6 rods
Georgiana €3,000 - €4,510 6 rods
South Ana Maria
€2,400 - €3,300 6 rods
These are package prices based on arrival in and
departure from Havana. They generally include the
required overnights in Havana, internal air travel, plus
some drinks and transfers. Please ask for a sample
itinerary which details all inclusions and exclusions.

For more information please call +44 (0)1367 850 429
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BAHAMAS

Fly Fisher Group

in t h e bahamas

There are an enormous number of lodges in the
Bahamas from which to choose. Below we have
selected one fishing lodge that is suitable for
non-fishers and a superbly comfortable, small
resort which caters well for those wanting a few
days’ fishing.

The Bahamas, famed for large bonefish

Nor t h Ri ding P oin t
Situated on Grand Bahama, the small fishing
lodge of North Riding Point has remained quietly
successful. It is beautifully hosted and run by
Tim and Mercedes Comstock who have a band
of enthusiastic regulars that visit every year. So
what is the big attraction?
First, the lodge has beautiful beach front rooms
that look out to the sea and a wide expanse of
flats beyond. Second, there is some terrific
bonefishing to be had.
This is not a destination for shoals of 2lbs to 3lbs
schoolies. This is somewhere to catch bones of
more meaningful proportions. A 5lbs fish is
reasonably standard here but specimens of 7lbs

Bahamas

Evening comfort, Tiamo

14 www.flyfishergroup.com

in b r i e f

North Riding Point
$5,340 per fisher for 7 nights/6 days
$3,500 per non-fisher for 7 nights

to 9lbs are caught with regularity and, with luck,
you may get to cast to one of 10lbs or more.
Tiam o
Tiamo is an unspoilt luxury island hideaway on
South Andros with just 10 cottages and one villa.
The standard of accommodation, infinity pool,
spa facilities, gym and private beach is sure to
impress all non-fishers. Tiamo offers flexibility
and fishing can be arranged for as many, or as
few, days as suit.
On the fishing front, it is possible to access a vast
area of flats from Tiamo. These include some
favourites, such as the South Bight, the truly
picturesque and good wading area of Water Cay
and in the north there is the ‘Land of Giants’
where some of the largest bonefish can be found.
There are three different room categories from
which to choose so please ask us for an itinerary.

why not
Consider?

Bair’s on Andros and
Abaco on Great
Abaco are ideal for small
private groups.
Tiamo
$4,698 per fisher for 7 nights/3 days
$3,948 per non-fisher for 7 nights

enquiries@flyfishergroup.com

VENEZUELA

Beach flat on Los Roques

why not
Consider?

For variety of flats
species and diving then
a visit to Turneffe Flats
in Belize may suit.

Hooking up with a bonefish

Fly Fisher Group

in v e n e z u e la

The island of Los Roques has its own ardent
band of followers that return year after year.
Why is this still the case with a handful of other
countries offering decent flats fishing and
countless other bonefishing lodges from which
to choose?
Part of the attraction is the island’s low-key charm
and an unpretentious fishing operation.
Accommodation is in a simple, but comfortable,

11-room hotel run by personable staff who cater for
content, but exhausted, fishermen who just want,
fresh seafood for dinner and a comfortable night.
The main attraction has to be the remarkably
reliable and productive fishing. The bonefish are
both plentiful and of good average size and seem
unfussy when it comes to taking a fly. As well as
the bonefish there are barracuda, jacks, snapper
and, at certain times of the year, tarpon can be

For more information please call +44 (0)1367 850 429

found on the flats.
There are a variety of flats, some are coral and
some soft marl covered with turtle grass and
seaweed. One of the advantages of Los Roques’
beach and sand flats is that they are all wadeable,
ensuring that both rods can fish at the same time.
Los Roques remains one of the great value for
money offerings in the saltwater world.

Bonefish are of good average size

Los Roques

in b r i e f

season: january - october

Rods: 10
Accommodation: 11-room hotel with
ensuite bathrooms
Rod cost: $4,430 for 7 nights, $3,460
for 5 nights

www.flyfishergroup.com 15

F ly F ish e r G r ou p lt d
T e l : +4 4 (0)1 3 67 85 0 429
Fa x : +4 4 (0) 870 92 2 3 653
Email : e nqu i r i e s @flyfish e r g r ou p.c om
M anor B a r ns , S ou t h r op, L e chla de , G l ouc e s t e r shi r e . G L7 3N X
R e gis t e r e d c ompany n u mb e r 65 417 75

The air holiday packages in this brochure are ATOL protected by the Civil Aviation Authority. Our ATOL number is 10050. Please see our Terms and Conditions for full details.

